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A giant? Think of genetics: growth hormone-producing adenomas
in the young are almost always the result of genetic defects
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Giants (from the Greek ‘‘Ci9camse1’’) are known from

ancient times in all societies and cultures (Fig. 1). In Greek

mythology, the giants challenged the Olympian Gods for

supremacy in the world in a battle known as gigantomachy.

In Hebrew, the nephilim were giants that existed before the

flooding that occurred at Noah’s time; Goliath was a giant

Philistine warrior who was defeated by David, the man

who was to become king of Israel. Both gigantes and

nephilim were related to the divine but seen as different,

even vile; they had to be eliminated: in fact, one of the

reasons for Noah’s flooding was to get rid of the nephilim.

To this day, Enceladus (9Ecje9kado1), a giant who was

buried under Aetna, is one of the Greek words for earth-

quake. Thus, humans of large size were always around: the

Irish giants were famous in the 1700s; the Alton giant

(Robert Pershing Wadlow, 1918–1940) was the tallest man

of his time and of international fame, just like today every

move of a 2.51-m-tall Turkish man makes world news.

Although unusually large size in humans always exis-

ted, it was most likely the result of de novo mutations that

were apparently never selected for, at least not in Homo

Sapiens. Not favoring the large size as a trait was seen by

the old texts as nemesis to the hubris of oversize and was

most likely the result of disease conferred by the excess

growth hormone (GH) but also perhaps due to other

coexisting morbidities in the context of genetic, syndromic

associations. Nevertheless, the existence of multiple

affected members of a clan or family (there were many

Giants and Nephilim, and Goliath had both a large brother

and three giant sons) [1] pointed to not only de novo

defects but also some that could be inherited, at least for

some generations.

The evidence for occasional inheritance aside, why was

gigantism not favored as a trait? Not only the size of the

known affected families was small but the life span of spo-

radic giants was also short (Mr. Wadlow died at the age of

22 years). Today, we know that at least part of the answer to

this question is that almost every gene involved in the

genetics of predisposition to gigantism or acromegaly or in

somatic mutations in GH-producing pituitary adenomas

(GHPAs) is a potent oncogene or tumor suppressor gene that

is regulating a major signaling pathway [2].

GNAS defects (activating mutations of the G-protein

stimulatory subunit alpha, Gsa) are not even compatible

with life in the germline; somatic GNAS defects lead to

gigantism in McCune–Albright syndrome (MAS) and in

acromegaly when confined to sporadic GHPAs [3].

PRKAR1A mutations that lead to increased cAMP signal-

ing, just like GNAS mutations, are responsible for gigan-

tism or acromegaly in the context of Carney complex

(CNC) but have never been found in sporadic GHPAs [4].

MEN1 (menin) gene mutations lead to gigantism and/or

acromegaly in the context of multiple endocrine neoplasia

(MEN) type 1 (MEN 1) but only rarely in sporadic acro-

megaly [5]. Mutations in the cyclin-dependent kinase

(CDKN) 1B (CDKN1B) are found in MEN type 4 (MEN 4)

[6]; other CDKNs, all essential molecules in the regulation

of cell cycle, growth, and proliferation, are mutated, rarely,

in MEN 1/MEN 4-like syndromic gigantism and/or acro-

megaly but not in sporadic GHPAs [7]. Most of the patients

with gigantism before puberty have defects on the
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X chromosome in the context of a condition that is named

X-linked acrogigantism or X-LAG [8]; their presentation is

rather dramatic and does not mimic the usually insidious

onset of sporadic acromegaly [9]. Patients with familial

isolated GHPAs (FIPA) also exist and may present with

only gigantism or acromegaly; their genetic defect is in the

aryl-hydrocarbon receptor-interacting protein or AIP [10].

AIP, although not known as a potent tumor suppressor or

oncogene, is involved in many pathways, expressed in

almost all cell types, and when inactivated appears to lead

to aggressive GHPAs and/or hyperplasia, so much so that

pediatric patients with AIP mutations can present with

pituitary tumor apoplexy and panhypopituitarism [10, 11].

Finally, syndromic gigantism or acromegaly can occur in

the context of succinate dehydrogenase (SDH) mutations,

where it is found in association with paragangliomas and

pheochromocytomas [12] and/or other states, associated

with multiple tumors and caused by yet unknown genetic

defects [13].

In this issue of the journal, Sambugaro and Di Ruvo

et al. [14] describe an unusual defect in one of the genes we

mentioned above, the MEN 4 gene CDKN1B. A deletion in

the 50-UTR region (c.-29_-26delAGAG) was found in a

patient who presented with gigantism due to GHPA during

childhood. The defect led to a reduction in CDKN1B

mRNA levels, altered secondary mRNA structure, and

reduced transcriptional activity of the gene in laboratory

studies [14]. The report by Sambugaro and Di Ruvo et al.

follows the identification of another 4-bp deletion

(c.-456_-453delCCTT) in a highly conserved regulatory

region of the 50UTR of the CDKN1B gene in a patient with

a pituitary adenoma and a well-differentiated pancreatic

neoplasm [15].

The finding by Sambugaro and Di Ruvo et al. is signifi-

cant for a number of reasons. First, although most cases of

gigantism and early acromegaly after the recent identifica-

tion of X-LAG [8, 9] have now been molecularly elucidated,

there are several cases that have no identifiable genetic

defects by current methods. These include not only syn-

dromic cases [13] but also sporadic gigantism and certainly

isolated GHPAs. Sequencing of the 50-UTR region of genes

that are involved in the molecular pathogenesis of GHPAs is

not routinely done, and maybe we should consider this type

of investigation in patients with gigantism or early acro-

megaly, positive family history, and/or other tumors that are

negative for any of the known genetic defects. Second,

transcription factors, microRNAs, and other molecules that

may bind to regulatory elements in the 50-UTR region of

CDKN1B or the other genes (GNAS, PRKAR1A, MEN1,

AIP, and other CDKNs) are de facto candidates for defects

that may be causative of acromegaly. Third, in laboratory

investigations of patients with GHPAs and negative for

mutations in known genes, whole genome studies from

sequencing to comparative genomic hybridization (CGH)

may be at least as useful as whole exome sequencing

(WES). CGH was essential in identifying the X chromosome

defects in X-LAG, whereas WES was unsuccessful in

identifying the causative gene [16].

Fig. 1 a A giant woman (height more than 2 m) buried in the

cemetery of Viminacium (VIMINACIUM), the capital of the Roman

province of Moesia Superior (today’s Serbia) near the villages of Stari

Kostolac and Drmno, about 12 km from the town of Kostolac,

southeast of Belgrade. b Patrick O’Brien, one of the Irish giants

(courtesy of Dr. Alan Guttmacher, Bethesda, MD, USA). c A painting

from an unknown artist in Plovdiv (Gkodlbd), the former Philip-

popolis, in Bulgaria, showing a local giant
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And there is a fourth reason, entirely clinical, that the

CDKN1B gene promoter findings are significant: germline

CDKN1B defects are responsible for MEN4 and other

endocrine tumors [6, 7] and somatic mutations are found

frequently in sporadic small intestine neuroendocrine

tumors (SI NETs) [17] among other neoplasms. Do the

findings by Sambugaro and Di Ruvo et al. mean that

patients with CDKN1B promoter defects are at risk for

additional neoplasms? Although we do not know the

answer to this question, it is safe to recommend at least

clinical (if not radiological) surveillance of patients car-

rying CDKN1B promoter defects.

In conclusion, genetics has unraveled the mysteries of

gigantism in just the last 10 years: who would have thought

two decades ago that, by 2015, most children with gigan-

tism would have an identifiable genetic cause? Although

molecularly unexplained cases remain, they account for a

relatively small percentage of GH excess in pediatrics and

young adults. Thus, clinical endocrinology is now con-

fronted with genetics and counseling, and lots of

unknowns—a fitting, complicated state of affairs for the

legendary gigantes and nephilim: a revenge of sorts? On

the other hand, these findings augur well for new, molec-

ularly designed treatments that will cure GH excess;

gigantes and nephilim would have been thankful!
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